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LE RbOER DE PRUT .ANW OF TH PAQX" FLOIG Couts of Ii Lue*bug Ps 

By1 Gutv Caleot lito eCileot aml 



LE DPJEUNER (LUNCHEON) --aourtes?, of The Luxembourg Pax is 
By Claude Monet Legacy of Gutstave CaiUlebotte 

The Master Impressionists 
[Chapter VI]j 

By CHARLES LOUIS BORGMEYER 

IN I894 Gustave Caillebotte died and left 
his collectioin to the Mluitse'e dit Luxemn 
boiirg with Renoir named as executor. 

He made it a condition in his Nvill that the 
collection be accepted in its entirety and 
that there should be no discrimination 
against any one artist. Had it not beeln 
for this condition in the legacv, doubtless 
the Luxembourg would still be without a 
collection of Impressionists. 

The official fight against the Impression 

ist rebels' was led by men like Ger6me 
and Bouguereau and started after Manet's 
death. when at Sargent's suggestion Claude 
MNionet collected money from Mianet's 
f riends, wNith the object of buying- the 

Olrnmplia for the Luxembourga. He secured 
the $4,oo0 necessary and paid it to Alme. 

Mfanet. Then tlle picture was formally of 
fered to the Luxembourg and refused. It 
took a year to bring, about its acceptance 
and even then it was due rather to political 
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SELF-PORTRAIT (About the year 18.s5.) 
By Pierre-Aug7tste Renoir 

influence and the importance of the nlames 
on the subscription list, than to a desire 
for the picture. All the Cafe Gterbois 

men, who were alive, figured on this list, 
with such men as Cazin, Carriere, Armond 
Dayot, Besnard, Carolus-Duran, Boldini, 
Cheret, Fantin-Latour, our Alexander Har 
rison, L'hermitte, the poet Mallarme, P'uvis 
de Chavannes, Rodin, Roll, Sargent and a 
host of other artists, collectors and dealers. 

It would seem that those who have 
formed a movement themselves are often 
the most bitter towards a new movement in 
art, for painters are but human after all, 
and the new movement must face bitter 
opposition from the old. Talent has ever 
been held in check by men of the older 
school. An interesting example of this is 
Room VIII of the Louvre (Salle des 
Etats) which contains many pictures by 
Corot, Millet, Courbet and Rousseau, and 
pictures by many another artist for whom 
the Salon of their day had no welcome. 

Works by these men ewere ref used again 

and again, through the great influence of a 
certain artist, one Louis Cabat, a name 
almost unknownn to us of today. If you 
want to see the fate of this little-great man, 
climb the stairs-and there are many of 
them-to the Thomy-Thiery Collection in 
the Louvre, glance into the darkest niches 
in the passage ways as you mount, and in 
one of them you will nearly see Auttmn-al 
Evening, "by Loutis Cabat (I8I2-I878); 
D i r e c t o r of the Academie de France in 
Rome." You will probably be the on 1 y 
one, out of the many who pass during the 

day, to pause. A parable for all to read 
is this relegation of Cabat's one and only 
picture to oblivicn, and the raising of the 
"rebel s" pictures to the hig-hest pinnacle. 

There is, however danger o f t a k i n g 
this parable too muich to heart. Many, 

with the fear of making- the mistakes of 
Cabat et al. open the door too wi d e to 
prove that they are still young enough to 
be adaptive, and let in a good deal of truck. 

Ger6me and Bouguereau were just as 
much opposed to the acceptance of the 

PIERRE-A UGUSTE RENOIR 
(From photograph about thte year 1900) 
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ALFRED SISLEY (About the year 186S) 
By Pierxc-Auguste Renotr 

Caillebotte legacy as they had been to the 
acceptance of Whistler's Moter and 
M/anet's Olymlpia, but they had had their 
lesson and saw nothing but defeat in the 
end, if they started another controversy. 
So they wisely suggested a compromise to 
which they succeeded in getting the Caille 
botte heirs, as represented by Renoir, to 
agree, but o n 1 y after a long and bitter 
-fight. Through this agreement the Luxem 
bourg, instead of taking the whole coilec 
tion, was allowed to make a choice, but 
each artist was to be represented and all 
the pictures clhosen were to hang in the 
Luxembourg. The residue was to be hung 
in other museums. The trouble about this 
agreement was that the Luxembourg was 
forced to swallow the bitter pill, Cezanne, 

with the sweet. There were sixty-five Im 
pressionist pictures offered, and out of 
these, the Luxembourg selected thirty 
eight; two pictures out of three by Manet; 
eight out of sixteen by Claude Monet; six 
out of nine by Sisley; seven out of eighteen 
by Pissarro; two out of four by Cezanne; 

six out of eight by Renoir; and all of 
Degas' (seveni). 

After the Luxembourg had accepted 
them they tried to do the right thing; a 
room was added, I believe, and the pictures 

were kept together. They tried too, to 
reconstruct the grouping of the Impres 
sionists by adding a few other examples. 
Caillebotte had modestly refrained from 
including any of his own pictures in his 
gift, so his family vas asked to give two. 
From time to time changes have been made 
and a few canvases by the men who 
formed the nucleus of the Caillebotte col 
lection have been added; a few have been 

removed. To make the shoving of the 

XIaster Impressionists more complete, ex 

amples by Guillaumin, Berthe Morisot, 

Raffaelli, Toulouse-Lautrec and Lebourg 

nowN hang in this room. In the larger gal 
leries a few are scattered about. It is said 

that the French government spends over a 
million francs annually on its art purchases 

and that very little of this has been spent 

_ ~~~- _l 

CA3 ILLE PISSARRO 
(From Photograph) 
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PAUL CEZANNE (About the year 1880) 
By Pie?rre-Auguste Renoir 

on the Master Impressionists. But in look 
ing backward one sees that the Luxem 
bourg did very little for Corot or Millet. 
They have rather honored men like Bou 
guereau and Jules Lefebvre. 

But as I said in the beginning, it would 
be most unfair to judge the Impressionists 
by these pictures at the Luxembourg, as 
the majority of them are beginners' work. 

Caillebotte was an enthusiastic Impression 
ist himself and chose his pictures from the 

Salon des Reftse's and from the first Im 
pressionist Exhibitions held in I874, I876, 
etc. They were chosen with more passion 
than judgment and for his own pleasure. 
This naturally does not make them a com 

plete document of this historical movement, 
but after they have ripened and aged, in 

this "ante-chamber to glory" they will cease 

being trophies of hazard and become united 
in a completed whole. Even now there are 

many Impressionist pictures among the 

collections left by men of fine public spirit 
to the French Government, that will go 

direct to the Louvre and wait for the ar 
rival of those that have tarried at the Lux 

embourg. Manet's Olympia stayed there 
more than the traditional ten years after 
the artist's death, although his friends were 
not forgetful of him, but were unable to 

overcome the opposition until Clemenceau 
became Prime AVlinister. Claude Monet, 
knowing of the friendship that existed be 

tween Manet and Clemenceau (Manet had 

painted his portrait), besought him to have 
the Olympia promoted to the Louvre. His 
wish was immediately granted and she now 
must endure comparison with the Masters 
who have stood the test of time. 

Olympia was the source of strife from 

the time of her debitt at the Salon of- I865, 
when she had to have police protection. 
She enraged the public at each fresh ap 
pearance and she must have been glad in 

deed to have entered into her well-deservred 
rest. Even here she is not quite out of the 

storm, for Peladant, one of France's great 
critics, wrote the other day: "Olympia is 

the shame of the Louvre; there is nothing 

l~~~ __ 

SELF-PORTRAIT 
By Paul Cezanni e 
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ARMAIND G UILLA UMIIN 
(Fromx Photog? aphl) 

in the Louvre more badly painted, no 
poorer or more lamentable work." 

WVe cannot blame the French Govern 
ment for the stand it took against the Im 
pressionists, for the na m es o f idouard 
Manet, Claude Monet, Paul Cezanne, Ca 
mille Pissarro, August Renoir, Alfred Sis 
ley and Edgar Degas, whose pictures 
formed the Caillebotte bequest, were in dis 
repute in all official art circles at that time. 
But the sting of the quarrel in France was 
greater, just as a family quarrel hurts more 
than a "neighborhood row." 
The opposition in Germany is said to 

have broken one man's hleart. Imagine, if 
you can, any one man in America getting 
excited enough over art to break his heart ! 
Not that I recommend art to that extent. 
Poor Herr von Tschudi had a hard time of 
it when he tried to introduce the M\aster 
Impressionists to Court Circles in Ger 

many. He was at the time Director of the 
National Museum at Berlin and felt that 
the time had come for Germany to have a 
collection of French Impressionists. He 
knew that he would never dare use state 

funds for this purpose, so he collected 
money from all the rich men he knew and 

bought a well-chosen collection of ten or 
twelve pictures, among them Manet's Dans 
da serre, Renoir's Les enfants Berard, 
three by Cezanne, and others by Degas, 
Claude Monet, Sisley and Pissarro. There 
was violent opposition to their acceptance 
and Emperor William signified his inten 
tion of viewing them personally and settling 
the contention once and for all. Now Em 
peror William is a conservative in art and 
Herr von Tschudi saw his dream dashed to 
the ground just at the point of its realiza 
tion and he himself in lifelong disgrace. 

As the day drew near he grew more and 
more nervous until the climax was reached 

iF~~~~~~f. 

DANCING GIRL, WITH FAN (DRAWING) 
By Edgar Degas 

-Courtesy Musee des Beaux-Arts de la Ville de 
Paris, Petit Palais 
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LE PONT DU CHE;IIN DE FER 4 CH-120bTO (TIHE RAILROAD BRIDGE AT CHATOU) 
By Pierre Auguste Rcgtoi? Courtesy of The Luxembourg Pari s 

Legacy cf Guistave Ca illcbotte 

a few mintutes before the Emperor's ar 
rival. Then in a panic, he took Cezanne's 
"worst" picture and hid it. Emperor Wil 
liam relegated them all to a less conspicu 
ous position. So that is where they are to 
be seen nlow, Cezanne's worst among the 
rest, way, ray, upstairs, with no elevator 
to help one along, on one's pious pilgrimage. 

No use tryino, to see them easily by buying 
photog, raphs, for neither official nor unof 
ficial stands have them for sale. This I 
know, for I have tried myself. Herr von 
Tschudi transferred his energies to Mlunich 
after endurinig about abuse enough in Ber 
lin. He lived but two vears in MA/unich but 
during those two years started another col 
lection of M\aster Impressionists, which his 
friends are now completing as a memorial 

to himii. It is called the Tschudi-Fotulndation 
Collection, and the Bavarian State has for 
mally accepted the gift. But it Nvill be 
some time before red tape will permit of its 
being seen by the public. 

Other German cities have followed the 
example set by Berlin and -M/unich. Bremen 
has Claude Mlonet's Camille (i866) and 
Manet's portrait of Zachlarie Astritc. Ham 
burg has Manet's Portrait of Rocliefort, 
F r a n k f o r t has Le dejewiner b)y Claude 
Monet. England has no public collection 
of works by the Master Impressionists. 
AMr. M\lacColl, the Director of the Tate Gal 
lerv, has said he envies Dublin its great col 
lection, but he has no fund that can be 
used for this purpose and too much money 
is already being demanded from the public 
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to save the Old 1\'Iasters that come up in 
the nmarket from crossing the Atlantic, so 
in a way he blames us for England's pov 
ertv in TMaster Impressionists, not the pub 
lic taste. Dublin's municipal Gallery of Art 
has been fortunate in having the marvelous 
and growing collection of Sir Hugh Lane 
on loan. A letter f rom a Dublin friend 
tells me they are worrying, more thani a 
little in Dublin, for the twice-chanaed date 
draws near when the condition the owner 
made must be fulfilled. This condition is 
a most reasonable one, simply that enough 
money be raised to purchase a site and 
erect a suitable building to place the treas 
tires in. M\I friend says, "We have no rich 

middle class, as you have, on whom you 
can always depend for gen 
erosity and otur country gent 
ry are squeezed dry. M any' 
of them have, howvever, re 
sponded nobly. It will be a 
disgrace to the Irish and to 
the Irish-Americans if we 
cannot save this wonderful 
collection for Dublin." 

Here is a chance for all 
good Irishmeni to spread art 
in Ireland rather thani polit 
ical unrest. or some multi 

millionaire might invite the 
collection as a whole "across 
the Atlantic," but I wvould ad 
vise him not to visit Dublin 
for some time after the offer 
was made. They may not 
like the pictures, but Paddy 
has a love for his own. 

This collection, vith its 
extraordinary examples of 
Daumier, Millet, Corot, Rous 
seau, Manet, Claude MNlonet, 
Renoir, Puvis de Chavannes, 
is unique in that it has been 
the choice of one man alone, 
not only the pictures actually 
belonging to Sir Hugh Lane, 
btut those chosen by him-n as 

Honorary Director of a body of men, 
brought together in I905, with the 
patriotic idea of securing works of 
Irish painters. Gradually the scope has 
enlarged; hardly gradually, either, for 
in these eight years they have accom 
plished prodigies, until the gallery is 
classed as "the best attempt at a really 
representative collection of modern art 
in the wvorld." This would argue that 
a collection brought together by one man, 
provided he be a Sir Hugh Lane, stands a 
better chance of having strong examples 
than one where a number of men influence 
one the other, until the taste goes into a 
sort of melting-pot and comes out a com 
posite nothing with all the strong likes and 

LA BALANCOIRE (THE PICNIC) 
By Pier re-Auguste Renoir -Cor? tesy of Thte Luxembou g. Paris 
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LES TOITES ROUGES (THE RED ROOFS) Courtesy of The Luxembourg, Paris 
By Camille Pissarro Legacy of Gustave -Caillebotte 

dislikes modified. Here is a chance to use 
a color simile, as an example of the noth 
ingness of a mixture, and show off our 
perhaps recently acquired knowledge. Let 
"A" be represented by Red with a violent 
love for martial subjects; "B" by blue with 
a sentimental taste, and "C" by the cheer 
ful, sunny yellow. They meet to choose a 
picture; each being obliging is willing to 
compromise on a common ground pleasing 
to all three. This they do, mingling one 
taste with the other, red, yellow and blue, 
until, low and behold, nothing but white 
light remains, which is no color at all, they 
tell us. This tends to no grave mistakes 
nor on the other hand, does it tend to the 
collecting of pictures by "rebels." 

The Caillebotte Collection at the Luxem 

bourg is a case in point. They were cho 
sen by one man, with a too close viewpoint 
to be sure, but without his radical taste 
the Luxembourg would have been poorer 
by a good many degrees. 

One word more and then we will get to 
the individual pictures that fill the Caille 
botte Legacy Room. What was there 
about these pictures that shocked the pub 
lic of a generation ago? Why can we now 
look upon them without a shudder and 
even find pleasure in them? Everyone 
asks himself these questions on entering 
this room today. The answers are many 
and an effort to put ourselves back into the 
state of mind of that public would be al 

most hopeless, for we would need to close 
our eyes to all that has taken place in art 
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JEUNE FEM1131E AU BAL (YOUNG WOMAN AT BALL) 
By Berthe Morisot -Courtesy of Thte Luxembourg, Paris 
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LE MOULIN DE LA GALETTE (THE BALL AT THE WINDMILL OF THE GALETTE) 
By Pierre-Auguste Renoir -Courtesy of The Luxemnbourg, Paris 

Legaciy of Gustave Caillebotte 

for many years. The influencc of MIanet, 
Sisley, Claude Monet, Cezanne and Pis 
sarro has insidiously crept into the work 
of every artist and every, school. 

Impressionism vas no different from 
other movements in that it was based on 
certain ideas suggested by great artists pre 
ceding the movement, or as it happened 
with them on scientific discoveries in light 
and color. Like other movemenits, parts of 
their works reappear in the vorks of others 
iater on for all movements pass on some 
thing through the work of men of talent, 
perhaps not so much through the geniuses 
for they put their whole heart, soul and 
head into their work and it seldom comes 
out of their hands. But talent is different. 
It does not mean genius, but it is a pretty 
good article to have nevertheless. These 
geniuses, or men of talent, whichever you 

p-efer, suddenly confronted the public, al 
ways until lately intolerant towards move 
ments in art, with works whose powver and 
vigor in color shattered all preconceived 
notions and altered the whole focus of the 
organs of sight. The effect at first vas 
one of utter bewilderment. Then time and 
familiarity helped to accustom people to 
the new order of sensations that this 
astounding use of color cgave, and today, 
now that the contrast with the conven 
tional metlhods of the official schools is past, 
they do not seem even revolutionary. Then 
there is the prestig-e of age. Time has 
uniited and equalized warrin, elements and 
we ourselves have changed. We now knoxv 
that manv of the things they painted corre 
spond exactlv wvith the appearance of na 
ture, because we have commenced to go 
direct to nature for otur own impressions, 
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TERRAINS DE CULTURE EN FLANDRE (LAND IN CULTIVATION IN FLANDERS) 
BE1 Jean-Charles Cazin Courtesy of The Luxemtbourg, Paris 

just as they did. And again we are fortu 
nate in not having as many prejudices to 
overcome as did the public of Manet. For 

example, Manet's early public believed in 
keeping art on such a high level that only 
gods and goddesses should be put on can 
vas, without clothing; that landscapes 
should be well behaved and stationary, re 
gardless of rain, sunshine or fog. The 
Impressionists proper, in whom our in 
terest lies, had the public between I865 and 
i886 to contend with. Manet had accus 
tomed it to the technique of bright colora 
tion and emancipated it, from the tradi 
tional envelopment of shadow. All the 
Impressionists had to do was to apply these 

methods to painting in the open air, then 

to their magical touch open flew the doors 
and out poured a fund of knowledge 

that has very materially enriched the world. 
I always feel like suggesting to my 

friends who go to the Luxembourg for the 
first time, that they visit the other rooms 
first before entering the little room, dupli 
cating as it does one of the Impressionist 
exhibitions held in the seventies. There 
is a largeness of design, a freshness and 
originality in the feeling for color, and a 
spirited and powerful expression in the 
works of these men which might make the 
outward appearnace of the works found in 
the other rooms temporarily unattractive. 
The room is too small, too crowded, which 
can be said of all the rooms in the Luxem 
bourg. Perhaps a good picture ought to 
be a good picture under -all circumstances, 
but it takes time and imagination to isolate 
one and create the right surrounding at 
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mosphere for oneself. It takes time to lit 
erally follow the instruction; "View things 
steadily and view them as a whole; the 
whole view then becomes unified when we 
absorb and liVe in it." If we have this 
longing to be part of it, to live its life, to 
be at one with the picture, it must be a 
good picture to us. But as I said, it takes 
time, and a small room like the one we are 
studying in a busy gallery is not the easiest 
place in the world in which to practice 
mental gymnastics. 

There is a peculiarly personal sensation 
that comes to one on entering, this room, 

with its sun-flooded pictures; a stupefac 
tioin which at first leaves one incapable of 
analysis and a prey to a tumult of sensa 
tions. 

In most modern exhibitions there is no 
coherent mixture of pictures, no intrinsic 
relationship of either purpose or idea. But 
in this little room there is the problem of 

light epitomized. There is the sensation of 
the light of the street, of a sun-flooded 
room. There is, too, a sensation of incon 
pleteness. One feels the hesitation of 
things almost beautiful. Many of them ac 
close range seem but weird patchwork of 
color cast at random on the canvas, uncil 
studied at their own distance, when their 
truth, virility and power come forth and 
we get the feeling of the sun and of the 
shadows. 

In the first general impression of the 
room, as a whole, we quickly see that the 
pictures are all moderate in size, with the 
possible exception of Caillebotte's R a b o 
teurs de parquet, which faces us as we 
enter. I am told that in a small picture 
an artist can control the unity much more 
easily than in a very large one, where he is 
forced to run back to look at it often, while 
painting it, and as a result the small pic 
ture goes more easily as a whole to the 

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

LES POMMIERS (APPLE TREES) -Courtesy of The Luxemnbourg, Paris 
By Carolus-Duran 
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LES FOINS (HAY CUOTIERS) -Courtesy of The Luxembour.c, Paris 
By Jlt7es Bastien-Lepage 

eye of the onlooker. The Impressionists 
generall1 avoided working on1 large can 

vasses. This means nothing in particular, 
as a little picture does not necessarily mean 
a little subject. We feel the absence of de 
tail, of the fi n e quality o f sturface, b u t 
there is dash and cleverness, and notwvith 
standilng the m-nany things missing that we 
have accuistomed ourselves to look for ir, a 

picture, there is the feeling of undeniable 
force. There is no sensationi of the seren 

itv of the mountainis and rivers, or the "ma 

jestv of a sky whlere gods could appear," 
but rather render-ing of natural effects of 
light and of color wvith the greatest attaill 

able scientific truth. W/-,e can see at a 
glance that here are all of our old friends; 
many of the pictures are familiar by namiie 
at least, and many of them fail to come uip 
to otur expectations, for the flowvery de 
scriptions have misled us. 

W,Ve lhad better start with AIanet's Le 
balcon, (I869), SO that he can have no 

quarrel with us. Here is a good oppor 
tunitv to apply wvhat is said of \'Ianlet 

"Hle applied the truths that objects in 
liglht appear flatter than they do wNhen 
placed in a dark studio, with light slhot 
dowvn on them frolm only one direction." 

"Tlhat in the light there are scarcely iny 
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LE BALCON (THE BALCONY) -Courtesy of The Luxembou?g, Paris 
By gdouard Manet Legacy of Gustave Caillebotte 
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shadows, and that modeling therefore, is 
not to be obtained by lights and shadows, 
but by careful rendering of the planes of 
more or less light." 

He had "no feeling for his subject ex 
cept in so far as it proved a problem to be 
solved; in this he was essentially a paint 
er's painter." 

Manet secured "His brilliancy, by the 
simplification of values." He Nras noted 
for the 

"Vigorous simplicity of his masses." 
"Superb use of outline." 
"Bold, magnificent line." 
"Excessive originality." 
"Beauty of handling." 
"His hand was dowered with the gift of 

quality." 
"There was force and distinction in his 

brush; 
"Freedcm and simplicity in 

his execution." 
"His search wvas for the 

real appearance of things as 
revealed by light." 

"His paint was beautiful as 
that of an old master, brilliant 
as an enamel, smooth as an 
old ivory." 

"He had delicate faculties 
of vision and notation, but his 
hand was less happy in ren 
dering than his eyes in per 
ceiving." 

"His pictures are r a r e 1 y 
adequate." 

"He wvas one of the subtlest 
colorists." 

It would be impossible to 
apply all these general re 
marks to any one picture, but 
many of them may suggest 
others more original as we try 
to apply them. The raison 
d'etre for Le balconi was the 
search for reality. AManet hap 
pened to see some such a 
group as this and chose it as a 
subject to paint. It is reality, 
but not a reality lige his 

Olympia wvhere e made the pose himself 
and painted it as reality, so that this is a 
step in advanice of his Olympia (I864). 

The two women in white suggest nothing 
of their. mental traits, although the one 
seated on a (livan is a freely suggested like 
ness of Bertlhe Morisot. All three, and the 
dog, are on thle balcony presumably to see 
scmethino, or to get a breath of fresh air, 
but as to k.nowing what they are thinking 
O f or talking about, or what they would 
really enjoy seeing f rom the balcony, ve 
are at an utter loss. Their personality is 
not revealed 0o tis as a (casual glance at real 
people similarly placed would reveal it. 
The man in thle background is nothing but 
a fashion plate of the time. I feel sure 
that Manet's brother would have more per 
sonality than MA/anet has given to him in 
this portrait. But wvhat is the use of look 

a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ZTUDE (STUDY) -Courtesy of The Luxembourg, Paris 
By Toutlouse Lautrec 
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CHEZ LE FONDEUR (AT THE FOUNDRY) -Courtesy of The Luxemboura, Paris 

By J. F. Raffai2lli 
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ing1, for, and finding, the usual fault Nwith 
Impressionism In Berthe Morisot he 
lhas almost caught at the thought. Four or 
five years later he painted a portrait of her 
called le Repos, wvhere he suicceeded in sug 
gesting- her personality throughl her pro 
found and melancholy eyes. WVhen Alanet 
sent le Balconl to the Salon in I869 the 
Public wvas simply contemiiptuous, not an 
g,ered, as thev had beeni over his Dejeioier 
sit1 Ilherbe and OlvTpia. 

The green balcony in the foreground and 
the brilliant bltue in the backgrouLnd that 
\Ianet used to superpose a heightened note 

of color on a general scheme, already lum 
inous in tone, catused the laug-hing crowNd to 
stand about it all da\y. They wvere amlused 
byr the funny little dog just as the cat in 

Olymia hiad amused tlhemii. They thougtlt 
the women slovenlY dressed, neitlher pretty 
nor attractive, but they did not see that 
there wxas a comiipelling somethilngo that 

made themii take greater interest in this 

picture than in any other. The value of 

the painting itself and the peculiarities of 
the techniique were what ought to have in 
terested them in le Balcon,. 

Angelina. (i867), or, as it is catalog-ued, 
A LadyA at her TViWdo-z, is painted in rather 
a hard maniner with a contrast of blacks 
and wNhites. ThIe Gamne of Croquiet, includ 
ed in the Caillebotte Collection and refused 

by the Luxembourg, wNas one of two of the 
samle subject and wras painted in Alfred 
Stevens' garden at the top of rue des liar 
tvrs. 

IV_ 

NOTRE-DAME DE PARIS (YOTRE-DAuBE OF PARIS) -Cour tesy of The Luxcembourg, Paris 
By J. F. Raffaeli 
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LES VTIEUX CONVALESCENTS (THE OLD CONVALESCENTS) 
By J. F. Raffaelli -Courtesy of The Luxembourg, Paris 
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Pissarro is well represent 
ed. The original seven of the 

Caillebotte bequest are still in 
evidence, but we have illustra 
tions of five of them only. He 
is possibly the cleverest with 
the brush of all these men, but 
he does not give his message 
with the same force that 
Cezanne does or with the 
brusqueness of i\Ianet. Dur 
ing, the fifty years that Pis 
sarro painted his rustic scenes 
of fields, peasants, shepherds, 
woods, rivers, gardens and his 

city scenes of the boulevards, 
the city gates and barricades, 
he lnever knew a moment of 
repose. His life was one long 
joyous effort to interpret na 

ture. When he painted his 

city scenes he painted them 
synthetically, without minute 
details. He suggested the 
noise, the hum of the boule 
vards, the picturesqueness of 
the city gates or the grandeur 
of the cathedrals. At the 
Luxembourg there are none 
of this type, but rather of 
those filled with the deep re 

pose and poetry that springs 
from happiness. His reds, 

whites and greens do not seem 
forceful enough for autumn, 
the season of the corn harvest, 

when the strength of summer 
is concentrated on ripening, its 
fruits. They seem a little dry 
and not very vibrant, but this 
may be the fault of the paint. 

Perhaps xv h i 1 e we are 

speaking of this particular 
quality of season it might be interesting, to 
look around the room with that thought in 
our mincls. Take Claude AIonet's Dejeuner. 
We kinowr at once that it is a very hot, dry, 
summer day, with everyone gone to take 

DANSE USE (DANCER) 
By Edgar Degas 

a nap after eatingo a satisfying luncheon. 
Renoir's Ponit dii chemnin de fer i Chatou 

is full of Paris spring. Young spring at 
that, wvhen the horsechestnut trees are in 
blossom and the trees are full of sap. He 
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UNE COEYETT RUSSE DANS LE BASSIN D L.EURE -Courtesy of The Luxembourg. Paris 
(RUSSIAN WARSHIP IN L'EURE HARBOR. HAYRE) 

By Eugne Boudin 

used the greens of spring in lis ll o,ulin de 

la. Galette and in Les bords de la Seine a 

Chlamnprosay. In Sisley's Bowrds de la Seine 
the feelinog of sprinig is holloN; it is too 

dry. He fails to give us a sufficient feeling 

of strength in this dull, gray, browrn, spring 

day. The joy, the life and force of spring 

is wanting; his buds do not suggest the 

hope of the blossomii that is to come. 
Perhaps a glanice at Carolus-Duran's Les 

Pomnzitiers in a nearby room may be of in 

terest jtust now, for in that can be seen the 

spirit of spring in all its freshness anld 

force. Here are the qtliering, gleams of 

the bloom on- the grass, like glittering 

sprays of steel ; the splashes of w-hite, vel 

low, blue and red flowers that scatter 

flashes of color- with all the f reedom of 

spr-ing. In the same room wvith Les Porni 

miers is Cazin's Terrains de cdultuire en, 

Flanidre. Ther-e is no doLubt of seasoni hiere. 

The colors lack the freshness and buoyancN, 
of spring. There is the deep, uniform glow 
of the ripening red-gold wheat and the 
paler stain of oats or barley. Bastien-Le 
pag,e's Les foinis stggaests the same season, 
by the grave and even colors of the ripe 
hay crop, anid by the cut hay that loses all 
its natuiral b-rightness as it fades and dis 
colors tinder the suin's heat. 

The Impressionists wvere presumably the 
painters of nature par ex-cellenice, but there 
is a monotony about their atmosplhere at 
times, that leavres mnuch to be desired, and 
as to their skies, -Moore says: 

"The dark skies anid black; foreground 
lbold their own against all Claude MXIonet's 
cleverness; anid it has begun to be suLspect 
ed that even if nature be industriously and 
accurately copied in the fields, the resuLlt is 
not alwa-ys a pictture. The palette gives the 
valuie of the grass and of the trees, but. 
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alas, not of the sky. The sky is higher in 
tone than the palette can go; the painter 
therefore gets a false value. Hence, the 

tendency among the pleiln airists to leave 
out the sky or to do with as little sky as 
possible." 

They used atmospheric pink in large 
quantities, preferring, it to salmon pink, 
which is more stationary and less vibrant. 
You will see this pink in Renoir's Balau 

p-oire, in his M11oi/ihn de la Galette and in 
his Liseiise. In all these there is a bluish 
green with a touch of violet and this pink. 
You see throughl his pink and it makes for 
vibrancv 

In his Pon.t dit chentin de fe- a\ Chlatoit 
the skyline is blue and wvhite but wvitnal 
pink. Sisley's Canal dut Loing- has pink in 
the sky, in the ground, in the trees. The 
bluie is not very pronounced and the clouds 

are not ver wvlhite. They are pinkish. 

Clatude Monet's Giz re is rosy and so 

catches the eye at once. He lhas chosein a 

pink; morning light. 

Stuch works remain fresh to the eye, 
w hile those with a darkened leacld color 

sooIn go stale and lifeless. For instance, 

Claude -Monet's Re,ates i Argeyntentil is 

dead. Totilouse-Lautrec's Por-trait of a 

TWVonzan is dominated by yellow and purple 
and so is less attractive to the eye. This 

applies to Raffaelli's Les vieuzx Convales 

cetits, and Lebourg's a H-erbla. Raffaelli's 

Aotre Dante de Palis has a leady quality 
of atmosphere wvith little, if any, pink in 

it. Berthe M\Iorisot has overdone the pink 

by covering her wvhole canvas witlh red and 

thereby making it appear an uinimportant 

and small work. 
Three of the picttures by Sisley are so 

MIL~~~~( 
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MORET-SUR-LOING, 1S..9 (M1ORET ON THE RIVER LOING) 
By Alfr-ed Sisley 
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VUE DE SAINT- A3IAIi1S (SCENE AT SAINT-MAMM1PS) -Cou tesy of Thte Luxembourg, Paris 
By Alfred Sisley Legacy of Gustave Caillebotte 

different that one would not think they had 
been painted by the same man. Compare 
Saint Mammes (in which unfortunately the 
oil in the paint has gone bad) with Lisiere 
de foret ant printemps with its vibrant and 
strong colors of nature and Les Bords du 
Loing. And see how very differently the 
same man may express himself. 

In the Lisie}re de forct att printemnps, there 
is a distinct lack of vision. The sky, while 
blue and giving forth a sensation of heat, 
is lacking, in real feeling. The grain is 
ripening and there is no doubt that with the 
ripening- grain he sought to convey the 
sense of heat whiclh usually accompanies 
this. Somehow this picture fails to carry 
conviction and this is especially so wvhen 
you compare it with Renoir's la Balan 
(oire, where there is a plausible representa 
tion of pleasure, or with Raffaelli's Vieux 

Convalescents, where melancholy grays, 
blacks and browns convey the feeling of 
poverty and old age. 

Sisley may be called the sweet man of 
this school; his works being quieter, sweet 
er, less forceful than those of the others. 
If you compare his Bor-ds de la Seine with 
Renoir's picture of the same river banks, 
you will see the great difference in force 
and snappiness. Sisley's is chalky and lacks 
atmospheric color. Les bor-ds du Loing 
and Le canal dnt Lointg were not among the 
six of the Caillebotte legacy. The Canal 
is neither the bright, sunny spring, day of 

Renoir's Balancoire or the dirty gray day 
of Raffaelli's Convzalescents; it is halfway 
between them. The light is between sun 
light and cloudy, neither clear nor dull, a 
compromise. All the tints are wvashed out. 
This makes the picture very nearly neutral 
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and less obvious as you look around the 
room. There is a dramatic quality, how 
ever, about it when your eye does finally 
single it out. The low house and water, in 
contrast to the tall, slim trees, make for the 
dramatic. Turn and look at les Toits 
routges by Pissarro and see how it stands 
still, while Sisley's Canal keeps on moving. 
It is the air, the sensation of the atmospher 
ic envelope that brings this about. In Sis 
ley's la Cotr de ferme the red roof is the 
big thing in the picture. 

Les Regates de Moulsey, pres de Londres 
has a mauve feeling all over it. It is 
Cezanne's influence that is felt here, but 
Cezanne's purple has a more biting quality. 

Lebourg is unfortunate in his example 
in this room. The brushwork is clever, in 
his a Herblay, but the weak, greenish color 
fails to hold one's attention and it gives no 
sensation of light. The proportions of its 

various parts are bad. The hill should 
have been the big thing in it. There are 

better Lebourgs at the Petit Palais. 
Boudin had at one time two pictures in 

this room, but they have been moved to 

another room. He seemed to be out of 
place among these searchers of light, a 

guest, and as it proved, an unwelcome one. 

Le Moulin de la Folie a Crozactt, by 
Guillaumin, is -not by any means one of his 

best. There is a thin vision. As you look 
at it you see a little of everything. Your 
eyes penetrate it; it is not solid in feeling, 
but it is solid in value. 

Curiously I have had but few opportuni 
ties to study the works of Armand Guillau 

min, and the best of these came to me quite 
unexpectedly in New York, in January of 

this year. In the sale of the Collection of 
Tadamasa Hayashi, there were fourteen 
canvases by Guillaumin, twelve being land 

EFFECT DE NEIGE (EFFECT OF SNOW) 
By Alfred Sisley 
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LES BORDS DU LOING (SHORES OF THE RIVER LOING) -Courtesy of Thte Luxenmbourg, Paris 

Byj Alfr-ed Sisley 

scapes, one a portrait in oil, and one a pas 
tel, the head of a child. 

It really was a unique opportunity to 
study his work, not to find it beautiful, per 
haps, nor to compare it with the best that 
his followers have beeni able to do after 
having taken all he and the other Impre's 
sionists knew and improving upon that 
knowledge; but to study the methods of a 
man who was in at the beginning of the 
Impressionist movement. Of course there 
were admiring crowds around the poor ex 
ample of Claude Monet, Degas and Renoir. 
These were names known to everyone; pic 
tures by these men cost money! 

As I mingled with the throng of visitors, 
I was strikingly impressed by the indiffer 
ence shown towards all except "known" 
names. One of the visitors, a man of some 

real prominence, who afterwards bought 
one of the high-priced pictures, spoke up 
bravely and said, "Worst show I have ever 
seen in these galleries. Who the deuce are 
they anyway?" motioning towards Guillau 
min and Boulard. The two charming can 
vases by Boulard, not being catalogued, re 
ceived no glances whatever from the gen 
eral crowd, and they were interesting pic 
tures outside of the fact that Boulard was 
one of the plein-air realists, and a man 
recognized as having at least contributed 
his mite to the Impressionist movement. 
There are three of his works in the Luxem 
bourg, L'entfantt dut Pecheutr, Petite aiux 
cerises, and his father's portrait-all inter 
esting pictures but not being three-starred 
a la Baedeker, he was passed by the intelli 
gent public. That was natural enough and 
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to be expected, but less excusable was the 

attitude of a group of students. They had 

gone over the exhibition and their in 

structors summing-up was: "Well, I guess 

after all, xve can show them a thing or 

two. " 

It seemed a wrong way to approach the 

subject, if they were trying to get anything 

out of their afternoon. They complacently 
let this opportunity slip by of studying the 

works of several of the pioneers in a great 

art movement of thirty or forty years ago, 

and wN7e have few of these opportunities in 

New York. The western cities are much 

more fortunate in this regard. They felt 

quite satisfied with their own efforts at imi 

tating wNhat had been largely adapted from 

the men they wNere anxious to "show a 

thing or two" to. But they were young; 

when they beegin to try to cre 
ate something original them 
selves they xvill, perhaps, be 
more appreciative of wvhat the 
Impressionists did for them. 

Before I knowv it, I xvill be 
come an enithulsiast myself, 
and I certainly did not start 
out as one in the beginning of 
these talks, but the fight they 

made for their principles ap 

peals to me and new beauties 
in their wvorks open tip to mne 
as I study them wvithl the idea 
of passing a little of my pleas 
tire along. This sale, that I 
have spoken of, made me al 
most feel as if I xvere lholding 
a brief for them, so fexw of 
the visitors were ready to seek 
for the intention of the artist, 
so few xvere open-minded in 
their qutest. I xwonclered wvhat, 
if any, profit had come to 
th em. I xvanted to say, 
"Come and look at these good 
examples of Gtuillaumin and 
let the poorer examples of 

perhaps better men wait a 

minute. See how he has painted the 
sensation the object gave to him. Over 

there is a field under cultivation, bor 

dered beyond by a line of trees, deep 

blue at the horizon. There is a peas 

ant's cottage in Finisterre rough hewn. See 

the sparse foliage of the fev trees, the 

peasant womani in the distance, the personi 

fication of the lethargic patience of the 

toiler of the soil. Howv could -ou possibly 
say that the pollard willows in his Saules 

are sapless, that the stuinted trunks are any 

thing but those of gnarled trees? Are they 
living, growing trees coming- up from good 

solid ground, or are they trees growvn, the 

Lord knowNs hoNw, from the Lord knows 

what? Do not these trees represent more 

than a photographic imitation? Does not 

-g - 
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PORTRAIT OF BOY 
By Auguste Boulard 

-Collection of the late Tadamasa Hayashi of Tokyo, Japan 
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LISEUSE (WOMllAN READING) -Courtesy of The Luxembou?g, Paris 

By Pierre-Auguste Renoir 
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LE LOUVRE, SOLEIL D'HIVER (THE LOUVRE--WINTER SUN) 
By Camille Pissarro 
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LA SEINE (THE RIVER SEINE) -Courtesy of The Luxembourg, Paris 
By Albert Lebourg 
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the emotional expression grip nearer to the 
heart of life?" 

Who can say whether they are beautiful 
or not? I read the other day that most 
people look for beauty in a picture, in the 
objects represented, which they expect to 
remind them of beautiful real things, and 
beauty is as difficult to define as drunken 
ness. So these Guillaumins may be beau 
tiful to some, ugly to others. The hard, 
bright colrs that he uses to get his effects 
may set one man's teeth on edge while they 
exhilarate another. The massive force 
shown in these particular pictures was so 
great that one lost sight of minor sensa 
tions. But alas, few looked at them; they 
flocked around the Degas, for has not 
every-one heard of the enormous sum paid 

for the Daicers at the Bar? But towards 

the Sisley and the Guillaumins they gave 

but momentary glances. 

I could not help but wonder to myself 

wrhether we had built about ourselves a 

,reat barrier, a barrier to which admittance 

is limited, unless the artist's name has been 

heralded in advance, and unless some over 

enthusiastic millionaire has bid up his 

wares. It would seem that an artist must 

be a picturesque figure-a bit of a mounte 

bank, like Whistler-must receive fabulous 

prices, or must have a genius for self-ad 

vertisement before he can hope to be at 

tractive to the public mind, which means 

financial success, and be then regarded 

(save the mark!) as a great artist. 

LISIPRE DE FORRT AU PRINTEMPS 
By Alfred Sisley . Courtesy of The Lutxembourg, Paris 
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